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FLOOR is subject to payment of a royalty. It is fully protected under the copyright 
laws of the United States of America, and of all countries covered by the International 
Copyright Union (including the Dominion of Canada and the rest of the British 
Commonwealth), and of all countries covered by the Pan-American Copyright 
Convention, the Universal Copyright Convention, the Berne Convention, and of all 
countries with which the United States has reciprocal copyright relations. All rights, 
including without limitation professional/amateur stage rights, motion picture, 
recitation, lecturing, public reading, radio broadcasting, television, video or sound 
recording, all other forms of mechanical, electronic and digital reproduction, 
transmission and distribution, such as CD, DVD, the Internet, private and file-sharing 
networks, information storage and retrieval systems, photocopying, and the rights of 
translation into foreign languages are strictly reserved. Particular emphasis is placed 
upon the matter of readings, permission for which must be secured from the Author’s 
agent in writing.

The English language stock and amateur stage performance rights in the United States, 
its territories, possessions and Canada for KILL FLOOR are controlled exclusively by 
DRAMATISTS PLAY SERVICE, INC., 440 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 
10016. No professional or nonprofessional performance of the Play may be given 
without obtaining in advance the written permission of DRAMATISTS PLAY 
SERVICE, INC., and paying the requisite fee.

Inquiries concerning all other rights should be addressed to William Morris Endeavor 
Entertainment, LLC., 11 Madison Avenue, 18th floor, New York, NY 10010. Attn: 
Scott Chaloff.

SPECIAL NOTE
Anyone receiving permission to produce KILL FLOOR is required to give credit to the 
Author as sole and exclusive Author of the Play on the title page of all programs 
distributed in connection with performances of the Play and in all instances in which 
the title of the Play appears, including printed or digital materials for advertising, 
publicizing or otherwise exploiting the Play and/or a production thereof. Please see your 
production license for font size and typeface requirements.

Be advised that there may be additional credits required in all programs and 
promotional material. Such language will be listed under the “Additional Billing” 
section of production licenses. It is the licensee’s responsibility to ensure any and all 
required billing is included in the requisite places, per the terms of the license.

SPECIAL NOTE ON SONGS AND RECORDINGS
Dramatists Play Service, Inc. neither holds the rights to nor grants permission to use 
any songs or recordings mentioned in the Play. Permission for performances of 
copyrighted songs, arrangements or recordings mentioned in this Play is not included 
in our license agreement. The permission of the copyright owner(s) must be obtained 
for any such use. For any songs and/or recordings mentioned in the Play, other songs, 
arrangements, or recordings may be substituted provided permission from the 
copyright owner(s) of such songs, arrangements or recordings is obtained; or songs, 
arrangements or recordings in the public domain may be substituted.
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CHARACTERS

ANDY, female, 34, white.

B, male, 15, half black and half white. Although it’s okay if this role 
is played by an actor who is black — i.e. not biracial.

RICK, male, 35, white.

SIMON, male, 15, white.

SARAH, female, 30s, white.

PLACE

A small town next to a major highway.

TIME

2003.

NOTES ON DIALOGUE

A word that is in brackets, like this…
ANDY.  Really, it’s—[great]

… should be left unsaid. It’s what the character would have said 
had they continued speaking. Actors do not need to hold a space 
for this unsaid dialogue. It’s for context only.

A forward slash—like this: /—signifies overlapping dialogue. The 
next line begins at the slash.

A pause can be any length, from a quick beat to a long silence.

An ellipsis that takes up its own line is a silent beat owned by that 
character.

When two lines are adjacent like this:
ANDY.  RICK.  
Loved that guy. “Randy.” Lisa Harding.
Moved somewhere. Long gone. Big, like—[tits]
… the first word of each line is said at the same time. So “Loved” 
and “Lisa” are said at the same time, then “Moved” and “Big,” etc.
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NOTES ON PERFORMANCE

Please keep up the pace and find the humor. These characters are 
all pursuing very active intentions throughout the play.

Andy and B’s fight in Scene 12 acquires a momentum that propels 
the rest of the play. Every moment that follows, even the pauses, is 
charged with the energy of that fight.

One of B’s primary tactics with his mother is the freezeout. The less 
he gives her, the more he wins.
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KILL FLOOR
Scene 1

Sound of the kill floor. No animal sounds—just metallic 
clanging, whirring, banging. It gets louder and louder and 
louder until:

Lights hard up on a small office.
Rick and Andy, both in cheap business casual.

RICK.  So!
ANDY.  Yeah, so uh thanks for—

Rick’s cell phone rings.
RICK.  Sorry.
ANDY.  No, that’s—
RICK.  (Answering.) Hey.
…
Yeah.
…
Yup.
…
I’ll pick him up.
…
I said I will pick him up.
…
I said I heard you, and I will fucking do it.
And don’t call me at work. Send me a text.
What?
…
That sounds nice.
…
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I said Pasta sounds nice.
He hangs up.

Sorry.
ANDY.  No, that’s—
RICK.  Love her! The kid too.
But wish I could kill ’em both, sometimes. Like, you know, strangle.
ANDY.  Uh-huh.
RICK.  My son’s four. Got this huge head.
ANDY.  A what?
RICK.  His head is huge. I don’t know. It’s funny.
ANDY.  That’s funny.
So—
RICK.  So how’ve you been?
ANDY.  I’ve been alright.
RICK.  Hear from you, it’s like—oh yeah! Her! You know.
ANDY.  Good to think back, sometimes.
RICK.  Fun. Man, we had fun.
High school.
ANDY.  Uh-huh.
RICK.  You, on the…
ANDY.  What?
RICK.  Squad, with the—[pom poms]
ANDY.  Oh, I wasn’t—
RICK.  No?
ANDY.  No.
Not my style.
RICK.  Huh. Guess I must’ve—
ANDY.  It’s fine. I wasn’t really—
RICK.  No, I remember you. Definitely.
Definitely.
Andy…
(Surreptitiously checking the last name on her résumé.) … Weiser.
ANDY.  That’s me.
Down by the—
RICK.  Yup.
Huh?
ANDY.  Oh that’s where I used to live. Down by the—
RICK.  Down by the old—
ANDY.  Yup.
RICK.  That’s right.
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ANDY.  Anyway.
Well.
RICK.  “Ruff, ruff!” How’d it go?
ANDY.  I think that’s it.
RICK.  “The bulldog bark.”

Pause.
So I took a look at your résumé…
ANDY.  Right, yes. Good.
RICK.  And I know you’ve just gotten out of prison—
ANDY.  Yeah.
RICK.  I appreciate you telling that to me, and it’s—
ANDY.  Really trying to—
RICK.  Of course.
ANDY.  And if you’re worried about anything, I’ve got a woman in 
the uh training program, the job-training program there, who knows 
me. You can call her, she likes me, I never had any—
RICK.  We don’t have anything, Andy.
ANDY.  What’s that?
RICK.  Up here in the office, we don’t have anything.
ANDY.  Oh. I thought—
RICK.  I thought maybe—
But I talked to my supervisor up in HQ, and…
ANDY.  Oh.
Sure. No, sure. That’s—.
Been looking all over. It’s hard. Nothing out there.
RICK.  You tried Dairy Queen?
ANDY.  Can’t work fast food.
RICK.  No dignity in that.
ANDY.  No money in that.
RICK.  That’s for sure.
What about up in Aberdeen?
ANDY.  Don’t have a car. And they cut those buses.
So.
Well, thanks I guess—
RICK.  Wait wait.
We do have—I mean—if you want to work down there.
ANDY.  Down there?
RICK.  With the—[cows]
ANDY.  Oh, the—?
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RICK.  Yeah.
It’s hard work.
ANDY.  I’ve worked hard.
What’s the pay?
RICK.  Well let’s see.
We can start you out at—
I can probably get you around, uh—
Would twelve work?
ANDY.  Holy shit.
RICK.  I know it’s not—
ANDY.  No, it’s—
Twelve would work fine.
RICK.  Great.
Great!
Course there’s no benefits. Insurance, all that.
ANDY.  Psssh. Benefits. “Healthy as an ox.”
RICK.  So to speak.
ANDY.  Hah!
RICK.  Hahaha.
ANDY.  That’s good. You’re good.
Thank you, really.
RICK.  It’s—[nothing]
ANDY.  Really, it’s—[great]
RICK.  Oh—
How do you feel about Mexicans?
ANDY.  I don’t know. Good?
RICK.  Nice people. Really reliable.
ANDY.  Good.
RICK.  Hard working.
ANDY.  They sound nice.
RICK.  Very nice. Calm.
Good.
So I think we’re good.
ANDY.  That’s it?
RICK.  Eight a.m. tomorrow!
Or make it seven. Paperwork and stuff.
ANDY.  Great.
RICK.  Hey.
Sure you wanna do this?
ANDY.  Uh—
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RICK.  I mean—
ANDY.  Yes. No, definitely. Things are—[tough]
RICK.  Oh yeah. Sure. For a lot of folks.
ANDY.  Especially since—
RICK.  Sure, sure. Hard transition.
We get a lot of people—[who are just out of prison]
ANDY.  Yeah the woman at the, my—I’m living at a halfway kind 
of—
RICK.  People with your background can be, actually, the—[best 
at this kind of job]
ANDY.  I’ve seen it all.
RICK.  Exactly. Cuz it can get a little—
ANDY.  Like I said, everything.
RICK.  It can get a little—
ANDY.  I’ll be fine.
RICK.  Great.
Let me know, if you start to—
There can be, kind of, an initial—
ANDY.  I’ll be just fine.
Well how bad is it?
RICK.  Not too bad.
ANDY.  Okay.
Great.
RICK.  So did you get married after high school? Or—
ANDY.  Yeah…
RICK.  Old ball and chain.
ANDY.  Divorced now, though.
RICK.  Oh yeah?
Huh.
Huh.
I think you’ll do great here.
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In this powerful drama, Andy returns to her hometown after five years 
in prison and takes a job at the local slaughterhouse, determined to get 
her life on track. But when her estranged teenaged son objects to her 
working on the kill floor, their relationship slips even farther from her 
reach. With her boss demanding more than she can give and her son’s 
struggles mounting, Andy discovers how hard it can be to start over.

“Melancholy and moving… [Kill Floor] is a very closely and quite 
beautifully observed character study focused on the difficulty of pulling 
yourself up from America’s bottom rung, however willing the spirit and 
able the body.”  —Chicago Tribune

“Mr. Koogler observes the nuances of… unequal relationship[s] with 
delicacy… Kill Floor never strikes a false or strained note…”
 —The New York Times

“… searingly written… [Kill Floor] draws you into the most intimate 
feelings of its five characters with an intensity that is difficult to shake.” 
 —Chicago Sun-Times

“… a solid gut-punch… a dream come true for actors, featuring meaty 
conflicts and two-character scenes that are both tender and pungent. 
… [A] riveting, edge-of-your seat play by a writer worth keeping an 
eye on.” —TheaterMania.com
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